Kinetics of weak distance-dependent hole transfer in DNA by adenine-hopping mechanism.
The kinetics of hole transfer in DNA by adenine-hopping mechanism was investigated by the combined pulse radiolysis-laser flash photolysis method. The hole transfer from Ptz*+* to oxG across the (A)n-bridge preceded by the A-hopping mechanism and the weak distance-dependent hole transfer with the rates faster than 108 s-1 over the distance range of 7-22 A was demonstrated. In contrast, hole transfer from oxG*+ to Ptz followed the single-step super exchange mechanism. Thus, two different processes for the hole transfer across the identical (A)n-bridge in DNA have been demonstrated. The results clearly show that the mechanism of hole transfer in DNA strongly depends on the redox nature of the oxidant, whether it produces only G*+ or both A*+ and G*+.